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RECONSTRUCTING OBESITY
The Meaning of Measures and the Measure of Meanings
Edited by Megan McCullough and Jessica Hardin
Afterword by Stephen T. McFarvey

“A valuable text. The arguments and chapters are coherently linked to highlight the role of cultural assumptions in medical and social attitudes towards fatness and obesity. The volume makes a strong contribution to contextualizing ideologies on fatness and invites the reader to engage with a diverse range of disciplinary perspectives.”

Lucy Aphramor, Well Founded Ltd, Centre for Exercise and Health

In the crowded and busy arena of obesity and fat studies, there is a lack of attention to the lived experiences of people, how and why they eat what they do, and how people in cross-cultural settings understand risk, health, and bodies. This volume addresses the lacuna by drawing on ethnographic methods and analytical emic explorations in order to consider the impact of cultural difference, embodiment, and local knowledge on understanding obesity. It is through this reconstruction of how obesity and fatness are studied and understood that a new discussion will be introduced and a new set of analytical explorations about obesity research and the effectiveness of obesity interventions will be established.

Megan B. McCullough is a Research Health Scientist at the Department of Veteran Affairs and a Visiting Scholar at Brandeis University. Jessica A. Hardin is a PhD Candidate at Brandeis University.

Volume 2: Food, Nutrition, and Culture
October 2013, 248 pages, 5 figs, 1 table, bibliog., index

THE CULT AND SCIENCE OF PUBLIC HEALTH
A Sociological Investigation
Kevin Dew

“…an outstanding overview of public health, neatly traversing complex theoretical fields and developing a fascinating account of the moral significance of modern public health and its rituals… the book truly breaks new ground in allowing us to think through the complexities and paradoxes of public health as it acts at one time to free and protect the individual and at others to tend towards a moral absolutism of control.”

Kevin White, Australian National University, Canberra

“…the text is impressive, in terms of the amount of material brought together and the accessibility afforded to potential readers.” Mike Bury, Royal Holloway, University of London

This study focuses on this tension between traditional science and the changing vision articulated within public health (and across many disciplines) that calls for a collective response to uncontrolled capitalism and unremitting globalisation, and to the way in which health inequalities and their association with social inequalities provides a political rhetoric that calls for a new redistributive social programme.

Kevin Dew is Professor of Sociology in the School of Social and Cultural Studies at Victoria University of Wellington, New Zealand.

2012, 180 pages, bibliog., index

THE ETHICS OF THE NEW EUGENICS
Edited by Calum Mackellar and Christopher Bechtel

“The book is clearly-written, easy to follow, well-structured, and well-researched. A lay audience will easily access and understand the debate and realise what is at stake with the new eugenics. Medical procedures and technical concepts are well explained… [Its] importance and relevance cannot be overstated... a must-read in our day and age, especially when biotechnology and the new eugenics can be a threat to all of humanity.”

Johann A. R. Roduit, Institute of Biomedical Ethics, University of Zurich

This inter-disciplinary volume blends research from embryology, genetics, philosophy, sociology, psychology, and history. In so doing, it constructs a thorough picture of the procedures emerging from today’s reproductive developments, including a rigorous ethical argumentation concerning the possible advantages and risks related to the new eugenics.

Calum Mackellar is Director of Research of the Scottish Council on Human Bioethics, Edinburgh, and Visiting Professor of Bioethics at St Mary’s University College, London, UK. Christopher Bechtel is a Research Fellow with the Scottish Council on Human Bioethics, Edinburgh, UK.

March 2014, 252 pages, bibliog., index
ISBN 978-1-78238-120-4 / eISBN 978-1-78238-121-1 Hardback $95.00/£60.00

COLLABORATORS COLLABORATING
Counterparts in Anthropological Knowledge and International Research Relations
Edited by Monica Konrad

“Theoretically ambitious and ethnographically rich, this volume takes a timely and critical look at inter-, trans-, even post-disciplinarity, emphasizing the central importance of exploring actual experiences and cultural contexts for the purpose of addressing the limits and potential of border-crossing and broad collaboration. This is multi-sited scholarship in an extended sense, in terms of disciplinary focus as well as empirical domain, with reasonable respect for the experimental and the playful.”

Gísli Pálsson, University of Iceland

The case studies here, from the UK, West Africa, Sri Lanka, Papua New Guinea, Latin America and elsewhere, explore the forms of collaborative knowledge relations in play and the effects of ethics review and legal systems on local communities, and also demonstrate how anthropologically-informed insights may hope to influence key policy debates. Questions of governance in science and technology, as well as ethical issues related to bio-innovation, are increasingly being featured as topics of complex resource and international debate, and this volume is a much-needed resource for interdisciplinary practitioners and specialists in medical anthropology, social theory, corporate ethics, science and technology studies.

Monica Konrad is a medical anthropologist and former Bye-Fellow / Senior Research Associate of Girton College, University of Cambridge.

2012, 326 pages, 4 figs, bibliog., index
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POWERLESS SCIENCE?
Science and Politics in a Toxic World
Edited by Soraya Boudia and Natalie Jas

“This is an innovative, very well organized and overall well written book on one of the most pressing issues of today’s society: the way chemicals contaminate the environment, and how we deal with it... most of the chapters cleverly combine the case study approach with universal features. It is surprising how well this works, both in the chapters and in the book at large.”
Carsten Reinhardt, Institute of Science and Technology Studies, University of Bielefeld

In spite of decades of research on toxicants, along with the growing role of scientific expertise in public policy and the unprecedented rise in the number of national and international institutions dealing with environmental health issues, problems surrounding contaminants and their effects on health have never appeared so important, sometimes to the point of appearing insurmountable. This calls for a reconsideration of the roles of scientific knowledge and expertise in the definition and management of toxic issues, which this book seeks to do. It looks at complex historical, social, and political dynamics, made up of public controversies, environmental and health crises, economic interests, and political responses, and demonstrates how and to what extent scientific knowledge about toxicants has been caught between scientific, economic, and political imperatives.

Soraya Boudia is Professor of Science, Technology, and Innovation Studies at the University of Paris-Est-Marne-la-Vallée. Natalie Jas is a Senior Researcher at the French National Institute for Agricultural Research (INRA).

January 2014, 380 pages, 18 ill., bibliog., index

EVIDENCE, ETHOS AND EXPERIMENT
The Anthropology and History of Medical Research in Africa
Edited by P. Wenzel Geissler and Catherine Molyneux

“...a series of compelling and well written chapters... Considering the explosion of medical research in Africa in the age of global health, Evidence, Ethos and Experiment is a valuable and much-needed contribution to the development of multiple contextual frameworks for historical and contemporary medical research in Africa and elsewhere.”

Social Anthropology/Anthropologie sociale

“The book is instructive, interesting and innovative: it draws on strong empirical work and opens up significant discussions concerning epistemological and ethical issues and will be of interest to a wide range of scholars, including medical anthropology, history, medicine, science and epidemiology.”

Tijdschrift Medische Antropologie

P. Wenzel Geissler teaches social anthropology at the University of Oslo and at the London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine. Catherine Molyneux, Ph.D., is employed by Oxford University and has been working as part of the REMR-Welome Trust Research Programme in Kilifi, Kenya, since 1994.

2014, 452 pages, 32 ill., bibliog., index
ISBN 978-0-85745-092-0 / eISBN 978-0-85745-093-7 Hardcover $95.00/£60.00

PATIENTS AND AGENTS
Mental Illness, Modernity and Islam in Sylhet, Bangladesh
Alyson Callan

Sylhet, the area of Bangladesh most closely associated with overseas migration, has seen an increase in remittances sent home from abroad, introducing new inequalities. Social change has also been mediated by the global forces of Western biomedicine and orthodox Islam. This book examines the effects of these modernizing trends on mental health and on local, traditional healing as the new inequalities have exacerbated existing social tensions and led to increased vulnerability to mental illness. It is the young women of Sylhet who are most affected. The global economy has increased competition for resources and led to marriage being seen as a route to economic advancement. Parents prefer to give their daughters in marriage to families that will widen their social contacts and enhance their economic and social standing. Accordingly, the young wife’s outsider status (and hence vulnerability to mental illness) has increased as it is no longer customary to give daughters in marriage to local kin. Yet, patients and their families do not work out tensions passively. They are active agents in the construction of their own diagnosis. The extent to which patients act or are acted upon is an investigation that runs throughout the book.

Alyson Callan currently works as a consultant psychiatrist in Brent for the Central and North West London NHS Foundation Trust.

2012, 352 pages, 25 ill., bibliog., index

OUT OF PLACE
Madness in the Highlands of Papua New Guinea
Michael Goddard

“Goddard’s book is of great value to those interested in the history and critical understanding of psychiatry and psychology, to Melanesian anthropologists, and to those with an interest in ethnopsychiatry more generally... This is a critical area of research, particularly given that primary health care in the country lacks capacity and the tertiary system is struggling... (This book) also clearly demonstrates the value of the analysis of behaviour that is viewed as outside of normal moral conduct in understanding cultural assumptions and patterns of social relationships.”

Anthropos

“The book is a strong reminder against tendencies to fix local systems of thought into rigid nosologies of static local knowledge.”

Tijdschrift Medische Anthropologie

Michael Goddard is currently a Research Fellow in the Department of Anthropology, Macquarie University, Australia.

Volume 6, Social Identities
2011, 200 pages, 1 map, bibliog., index
MANUFACTURING TIBETAN MEDICINE
The Creation of an Industry and the Moral Economy of Tibetanness
Martin Saxer

“This is a timely and well-researched work that brings into focus the intersection between a globally expanding market in Tibetan medicine, the lived practice of medicine production, and issues pertinent to Tibetan identity. It is engaging and insightful, and nicely grounded ethnographically.”
Denise M. Glover, University of Puget Sound

…a highly readable exploration of medical, socio-cultural, political, economic, and aesthetic issues in the industrial production of Tibetan medicine in the PRC. The author approaches this subject with a pleasing curiosity, often questioning in unexpected ways assumptions that are regularly made about Tibet. I thoroughly enjoyed reading this book.”
Theresia Hofer, University of Oslo

Martin Saxer received a PhD in Social and Cultural Anthropology from the University of Oxford and is currently a Marie Curie Fellow at the Ludwig Maximilian University of Munich.

Volume 13, Epistemologies of Healing
April 2013, 304 pages, 29 ll, biblig., index
ISBN 978-0-85745-772-1 / eISBN 978-0-85745-775-2 Hardback $95.00/£60.00

THE BODY IN BALANCE
Humoral Medicines in Practice
Edited by Peregrine Horden and Elisabeth Hsu

“The book is a magisterial collection. In spite of the wide range of medical traditions concerned—from different continents (Europe, Asia, Africa and Latin America) and at different epochs (ancient, medieval, modern and contemporary)—the book is carefully structured around a few core issues that consistently link all the chapters. Rarely will you find in a single volume so many authoritative scholars talking about the specifics of their field of research and, at the same time, constructing a comparative dialogue.” Caterina Guenzi, École des hautes études en sciences sociales (EHESS), Paris

“This is a model of what an edited volume can and should be, bringing a wide range of geographic and temporal frames into dialogue to help rethink a notion that is arguably crucial to each one of them. It is a superior study, and I am confident that it will become a classic volume in the history of medicine.”
Carla Nappi, University of British Columbia

Peregrine Horden is Professor of Medieval History at Royal Holloway, University of London, and an Extraordinary Research Fellow of All Souls College, Oxford. Elisabeth Hsu is Professor of Anthropology at the Institute of Social and Cultural Anthropology of the University of Oxford, and Governing Body Fellow of Green Templeton College.

Volume 11, Epistemologies of Healing
August 2013, 248 pages, 4 figs & tables, biblig., index

MEDICINE BETWEEN SCIENCE AND RELIGION
Explorations on Tibetan Grounds
Edited by Vincanne Adams, Mona Schrempf, and Sienna R. Craig

“The implications of [this volume’s] approach to knowledge and research have far-reaching implications beyond the limits of any one academic discipline, and may also inform choices concerning the provision of healthcare worldwide. Hence the insights proffered by the nuanced analyses of this book, framed as they are with such discerning editorial skill, have profound value for medical anthropology and, more generally, for social scientists, practitioners of healing arts, health seekers, and health providers as they (re)negotiate the theories and practices of health care in the liminal spaces that interface the science and religion of our increasingly globalised world.” Anthropos

“This volume, containing thirteen articles, including an introduction by the editors and an illuminating conclusion by G. Samuel, is an excellent illustration of this development [of the advances made in medical anthropology over the last two decades].” Religious Studies Review

Vincanne Adams is Professor and Director of the University of California San Francisco Graduate Program in Medical Anthropology (joint with UC Berkeley). Mona Schrempf is a social and cultural anthropologist and post-doctoral research fellow at the East Medicine Research Centre, Complementary Medicine, School of Life Sciences, University of Westminster London (2012-2015). Sienna R. Craig is an Associate Professor in the Department of Anthropology at Dartmouth College.

Volume 10, Epistemologies of Healing
March 2013, 324 pages, 11 ll, biblig., index
ISBN 978-1-84545-974-1 Hardback $120.00/£75.00 (2010)

MORALITY, HOPE AND GRIEF
Anthropologies of AIDS in Africa
Edited by Hansjörg Dilger and Ute Luig

“This is a fascinating and thought-provoking collection, in which every chapter speaks of the resilience as well as the suffering of Africans coping with the effects of the AIDS epidemic. … It particularly advances understanding of the ramifications of the increasing, but still limited, availability of anti-retroviral drugs in the under-resourced health systems of Africa.” Africa

 “…the volume as a whole is a thought-inspiring collection of articles describing and analyzing how individuals and groups explain, interpret, and respond to HIV and AIDS in sub-Saharan Africa. Some of the articles are of outstanding quality and will motivate anthropologists to design additional anthropological studies, which will help to better understand the local realities of HIV/AIDS, their impact on individuals and groups, and how to alleviate the immense suffering caused by the epidemic.” Anthropos

Hansjörg Dilger is Junior Professor of Social and Cultural Anthropology at the Freie Universität Berlin. Ute Luig is Professor Emeritus of Social Anthropology at the Freie Universität Berlin.

Volume 7, Epistemologies of Healing
2012, 316 pages, 8 ll, biblig., index
ISBN 978-1-84545-974-1 Hardback $95.00/£55.00 (2010)
**Epistemologies of Healing**

**THE LAND IS DYING**
Contingency, Creativity and Conflict in Western Kenya
Paul Wenzel Geissler and Ruth Jane Prince

*AWARDED THE 2010 AMAURY TALBOT PRIZE FOR AFRICAN ANTHROPOLOGY BY THE ROYAL ANTHROPOLOGICAL INSTITUTE*

“For me this was one of the best ethnographies I have read for many years.” Social Anthropology/Anthropologie sociale

“[A] thoughtful and creative book… [It] is an excellent resource and it is a good read: theoretical without being overwhelming, anthropological without being off-putting, serious but amusing. In sum, it is a rare and valuable contribution.”

African Studies Quarterly

“One of the richest ethnographies of African social life of recent years… As do the best ethnographies, this book communicates the wonder of its authors at touching and being touched deeply across difference.”

JRAI

Paul Wenzel Geissler teaches social anthropology at the University of Oslo and at the London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine. Ruth Jane Prince is presently Smuts Fellow at the Centre of African Studies, University of Cambridge.

Volume 9, Epistemologies of Healing
2012, 444 pages, maps, ill., graphs, index
$95.00/£60.00

**MORAL POWER**
The Magic of Witchcraft
Koen Stroeken

“…[Stroeken’s] ethnographically-driven but conceptually-powerful book should give anthropologists some pause to re-examine their assumptions and seek unexpected connections. That is, it should cause us the good kind of trouble.” Anthropology Review

“Koen Stroeken’s work is fascinating, thought-provoking, theoretically challenging and ethnographically penetrating. It is anthropology, yes, and very true anthropology for that matter, but it is also a deep and unsettling experience finding its voice.”

Per Brandström, Uppsala University

“The book is thoroughly engaging and a timely contribution to the literature on witchcraft. It may be found too provocative and unsettling for some, but I appreciated the analysis as a useful interrogation of the ‘certainties’ of much anthropological theory and practice in the study of magic and witchcraft.”

Joanne Thobeka Wreford, University of Capetown

Koen Stroeken is an associate professor of Africanist anthropology at Ghent University.

Volume 5, Epistemologies of Healing
2012, 284 pages, 21 ills, bibliog., index
$34.95/£22.50

**FORTUNE AND THE CURSED**
The Sliding Scale of Time in Mongolian Divination
Katherine Swancutt

“(The author) has not only given us a remarkable record of a moment in the cultural history of one Mongolian society but some invaluable tools to rethink conventional concepts about religion, magic, culture, and change.”

Anthropology Review Database

“Alongside the captivatingly rich and detailed ethnographic portrait, the refreshing scholarly analysis authoritatively examines many of the epistemological, ontological and ethical questions that the millennia-old and vital shamanic divination practices put to the human sciences and their modernist mode of inquiry and world view.”

René Devisch, Catholic University of Leuven

“(A) well mapped-out ethnographic background and a welcomed contextualisation of religious practices and local cosmologies, the author brilliantly brings alive the micropolitics of religious activity at the household level.” Stéphane Gros, Center for Himalayan Studies, CNRS

Katherine Swancutt is a Research Fellow in Social Anthropology at the University of Oxford.

Volume 11, Epistemologies of Healing
2012, 328 pages, 22 figs, 5 tables, bibliog., index
$95.00/£60.00

**PLANTS, HEALTH AND HEALING**
On the Interface of Ethnobotany and Medical Anthropology
Edited by Elisabeth Hsu and Stephen Harris

“This collection, the sixth in a renowned series in the epistemology of healing, explores how plant knowledge is incorporated into human social life. The collection is unique for its detailed attention to the botany and often pharmaceutical analysis of the plants combined in equal measures with contextualised observations about how these factors are culturally constructed both by laboratory scientists and local communities.”

Social Anthropology/Anthropologie sociale

“The tantalising and rather eclectic selection of edited chapters takes the reader around the world following plants making their way into local pharmacopoeias, symbolic systems, myths and ways of coping with the unknowns of human illness. This book offers a much needed, concise edited volume on plants, health and healing. It brings together research in the disciplines of botany, biochemistry, clinical medicine, anthropology and history highlighting the contributions of multidisciplinary research to promote a more nuanced understanding of medicinal plant use.”

JRAI

Elisabeth Hsu is Professor of Anthropology at the University of Oxford. Stephen Harris was awarded a Ph.D. in plant systematics from the University of St. Andrews in 1990.

Volume 6, Epistemologies of Healing
2012, 238 pages, 21 ills, bibliog., index
$34.95/£22.50
ISBN 978-1-84545-621-8 Hardcover
$95.00/£60.00
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PREGNANCY IN PRACTICE
Expectation and Experience in the Contemporary US
Sallie Han

“The author takes an insightful look at an understudied phenomenon: that of ordinary pregnancy. She rightly notes that much scholarship has documented birth and the medicalization of pregnancy. Not enough attention has been paid to the mundane aspects of pregnancy. While an analysis of the quotidian might seem boring, it is when scholars problematize the everyday (the things we take for granted) that new insights are revealed.” Miranda Waggoner, Princeton University

Babies are not simply born—they are made through cultural and social practices. Based on rich empirical work, this book examines the everyday experiences that mark pregnancy in the US today. They are the activities through which babies are made important and meaningful in the lives of the women and men awaiting the child’s birth. This book brings into focus a topic that has been overlooked in the scholarship on reproduction and will be of interest to professionals and expectant parents alike.

Sallie Han is Associate Professor of Anthropology at SUNY College at Oneonta.

Volume 25, Fertility, Reproduction and Sexuality
July 2013, 286 pages, 6 ill., biblog., index
ISBN 978-0-85745-967-9 / eISBN 978-0-85745-968-6-Hardback $70.00/£43.00

MILITANT LACTIVISM?
Attachment Parenting and Intensive Motherhood in the UK and France
Charlotte Faircloth

“This is a captivating, original, and methodologically sound study, which will make an important contribution to anthropological work on contemporary motherhood. It deserves to be much more widely read, however, by scholars in many other disciplines and outside the academy” Ellie Lee, University of Kent

“The cross-cultural dimension is one of the things that make this book unique and especially valuable…Overall, the book is on an important topic, based on sound research. This is a major contribution to scholarship on parenting, and a compelling study of a subject now in the forefront of public debate” Linda Layne, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute/University of Cambridge

Following networks of mothers in London and Paris, the author profiles the narratives of women who breastfeed their children to full term, typically a period of several years, as part of an ‘attachment parenting’ philosophy. The book investigates why, and with what implications some of these mothers describe themselves as ‘militant lactivists’ and reflects on wider parenting culture in the UK and France. Discussing gender, feminism and activism, this study contributes to kinship and family studies by exploring how relatedness is enacted in conjunction to constructions of the self.

Charlotte Faircloth is a Leverhulme Trust Early Career Fellow with the Centre for Parenting Culture Studies in the School of Sociology, Social Policy and Sociological Research at the University of Kent.

Volume 24, Fertility, Reproduction and Sexuality
March 2013, 278 pages, 5 ill. & 1 table, biblog., index

ISLAM AND ASSISTED REPRODUCTIVE TECHNOLOGIES
Sunni and Shia Perspectives
Edited by Marcia C. Inhorn and Soraya Tremayne

“Readers looking for an overview of the different policies and perspectives on assisted reproductive technology (ART) will discover many interesting facets to these issues in the Middle East… Students of assisted reproductive technology in Europe and America will also find much to learn from this book. The chapter that compares the Catholic hierarchy’s response to ART issues with those of Muslim leaders gives a fresh perspective to the longstanding debates… It is fascinating to read about another religious tradition, just as rich as Catholicism, being used creatively to respond to new situations unforeseen by earlier leaders.” Conscience

Marcia C. Inhorn is the William K. Lanman, Jr. Professor of Anthropology and International Affairs in the Department of Anthropology, and The Whitney and Betty MacMillan Center for International and Area Studies at Yale University. Soraya Tremayne is the Founding Director of The Fertility and Reproduction Studies Group, and a Research Associate at the Institute of Social and Cultural Anthropology, University of Oxford.

Volume 23, Fertility, Reproduction and Sexuality
2012, 346 pages, 4 tables and figs, biblog., index

FATNESS AND THE MATERNAL BODY
Women’s Experiences of Corporeality and the Shaping of Social Policy
Edited by Maya Unnithan-Kumar and Soraya Tremayne

“… a timely addition to the growing canon of obesity scholarship within anthropology… While any anthropological examination of body weight is likely to incorporate the themes of sex/gender and kinship, tackling these issues head-on makes this collection especially valuable… an impressive collection of different perspectives on, and stories about, obesity and fatness.” Medicina Antropologie

“The newest edition (Volume 22) to Berghahn Books’ outstanding ‘Fertility, Reproduction and Sexuality’ series, is a 246-page compendium that has been knowledgeably compiled and deftly edited… Informed and informative, [this volume] is a seminal collection of impressively presented scholarship and a highly recommended addition to personal, professional, and academic library reference collections and supplemental reading lists.” Library Bookwatch

Maya Unnithan-Kumar is Reader in Social Anthropology at the University of Sussex. Soraya Tremayne is a social anthropologist and the Founding Director of the Fertility and Reproduction Studies Group and a Research Associate at the Institute of Social and Cultural Anthropology, University of Oxford.

Volume 22, Fertility, Reproduction and Sexuality
2011, 246 pages, 13 figs, 15 tables, bibliog., index
UNSAFE MOTHERHOOD
Mayan Maternal Mortality and Subjectivity in Post-War Guatemala
Nicole S. Berry

"Unsafe Motherhood is a finely argued monograph. It does what it sets out to do well: offering valuable insights on a topic of global importance." [RAI]

"This book will be of interest to anthropologists working in the South American area, but also to those scholars with an interest in medical anthropology and reproduction more broadly. In exploring the relationship between policy, practice and everyday experience, it makes compelling reading for policy-makers and practitioners, providing a critical perspective on why initiatives around maternal and infant health succeed – or fail." Anthropology in Action

"...a compelling account of maternal mortality and maternal health care among indigenous populations in Guatemala" Sarah Pinto, Tufts University

Nicole S. Berry is an Assistant Professor in the Faculty of Health Sciences at Simon Fraser University in Vancouver, British Columbia

ABORTION IN ASIA
Local Dilemmas, Global Politics
Edited by Andrea Whittaker

"This book makes an empirically rich and important contribution to social scientific scholarship on induced abortion practices and will hopefully inspire further studies." Social Anthropology/Anthropologie sociale

"This book is a comprehensive volume on abortion in South and Southeast Asia. Readers will benefit from this informative volume in gaining a bird’s eye view of the heated debate and local realities in these regions." Asian Anthropology

"The contributions make it a significantly important reference book for the areas of politics of reproduction, gender, and development, as well as gender, culture, and health. It would be particularly useful in medical anthropology in public health, anthropology and reproductive health, as well as gender and health courses." Medical Anthropology Quarterly

"The book aims to spark a dialogue between academics and advocates, and between anthropology and public health." IIAS (International Institute for Asian Studies) Newsletter

Andrea Whittaker is Associate Professor in the School of Population Health, University of Queensland, Australia.

KIN, GENE, COMMUNITY
Reproductive Technologies among Jewish Israelis
Edited by Daphna Birenbaum-Carmeli and Yoram S. Carmeli

Israel is the only country in the world that offers free fertility treatments to nearly any woman who requires medical assistance. It also has the world’s highest per capita usage of in-vitro fertilization. Examining state policies and the application of reproductive technologies among Jewish Israelis, this volume explores the role of tradition and politics in the construction of families within local Jewish populations. The contributors—anthropologists, bioethicists, jurists, physicians and biologists—highlight the complexities surrounding these treatments and show how biological relatedness is being construed as a technology of power, how genetics is woven into the production of identities, how reproductive technologies enhance the policing of boundaries. Donor insemination, IVF and surrogacy, as well as abortion, pre-implantation genetic diagnosis and human embryonic stem cell research, are explored within local and global contexts to convey an informed perspective on the wider Jewish-Israeli environment.

Daphna Birenbaum-Carmeli is a medical sociologist at the University of Haifa, Israel. Yoram S. Carmeli is an anthropologist at the University of Haifa, Israel who has researched reproductive technologies in Israel.

ASSISTING REPRODUCTION, TESTING GENES
Global Encounters with the New Biotechnologies
Edited by Daphna Birenbaum-Carmeli and Marcia C. Inhorn

CO-WINNER, MOST NOTABLE RECENT COLLECTION BOOK PRIZE FOR 2012 - AWARDED BY COUNCIL ON ANTHROPOLOGY AND REPRODUCTION

"Overall, this book provides good and interesting reading for all who want details of the cultural significances, religious and political impacts of ARTs as experienced by people of different ethnicity and religious background. Most importantly, this volume conveys the complexities of introducing and implementing ARTs in different cultures and political settings. It also brings to forth the meaning of reproduction in societies, the price and value of human life." Anthropological Notebooks

Daphna Birenbaum-Carmeli is an Associate Professor of Medical Anthropology at the University of Haifa, Israel and has published extensively on the policy and practice of reproductive technologies in Israel. Marcia C. Inhorn is William K. Lanman Jr. Professor of Anthropology and International Affairs in the Department of Anthropology and the Whitney and Betty MacMillan Center for International and Area Studies at Yale University.
CHILD BIRTH, MID W IFERY AND CONCEPTS OF TIME
Edited by Christine McCourt
with a foreword by Ronnie Frankenberg

NOMINATED FOR THE CAR PRIZE FOR THE MOST NOTABLE RECENT EDITED COLLECTION DEVOTED TO THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF REPRODUCTION

“In this fascinating, scholarly, and readable book the authors take us into our familiar worlds and make them strange, with the result that we can see clearly, with fresh, critical, and creative eyes, what goes on in our everyday world. Each of the chapters helps us see how differently time can be experienced and framed.”

Anthropology in Action

“This book is consistently well written; the ethnographic data are rich, and anthropological concepts and perspectives are successfully used to provide important insights into the meaning of time in relation to childbirth.”

Christine McCourt studied for her degree and doctorate in social anthropology at the London School of Economics and is now Professor of Maternal and Child Health at City University London.

Volume 17, Fertility, Reproduction and Sexuality
2011, 262 pages, bibliog., index

ISLAM AND NEW KINSHIP
Reproductive Technology and the Shariah in Lebanon
Morgan Clarke

“As Clarke notes, he explicitly did not intend for this research to comprise an ethnography of reproductive technologies in Lebanon. As such, this book serves as an excellent companion piece to medical anthropological studies in the region that are more clinic-based and experiential, for example, those of Marcia Inhorn. This book will be of considerable interest to scholars in the areas of gender and health, reproduction and reproductive technologies, Islamists, and those engaged in comparative kinship studies. It would be a valuable and effective text for use in seminars and most appropriate for graduate students or advanced (honors) undergraduates.”

Contemporary Islam

“The book is theoretically sophisticated, beautifully written, and brilliantly cohesive. The author is to be commended for his unflagging engagement with a complex Islamic legal literature, with interviewees supplying him with massive tomes in Arabic containing their legal positions. Most admirable is the endeavour to analyse the perspectives revealed on their own terms within the societies that produce them.”

Morgan Clarke is Simon Research Fellow in the Department of Middle Eastern Studies at the University of Manchester.

Volume 16, Fertility, Reproduction and Sexuality
2012, 232 pages, bibliog., index
ISBN 978-1-84545-923-9 Hardback $90.00/£53.00 (2009)

KINSHIP AND BEYOND
The Genealogical Model Reconsidered
Edited by Sandra Bamford and James Leach

“This collection of ten essays is the latest major work to call for renewed attention to the topic of kinship, especially with respect to contemporary questions of how cultures relate to nature...It is a welcome addition to the ongoing revival of kinship, and will stimulate further debate among its many participants.”

Ethnobiology Letters

The authors explore the influences of the genealogical model of kinship in wider social theory and examine anthropology’s ability to provide a unique framework capable of bridging the “social” and “natural” sciences. In doing so, this volume brings fresh new perspectives to bear on contemporary theories concerning biotechnology and its effect upon social life.

Sandra Bamford is an Associate Professor at the University of Toronto. James Leach is Professor of Anthropology at the University of Aberdeen.

Volume 15, Fertility, Reproduction and Sexuality
2011, 300 pages, 21 ills, bibliog., index
ISBN 978-1-84545-959-6 Hardback $90.00/£53.00 (2009)

EUROPEAN KINSHIP IN THE AGE OF BIOTECHNOLOGY
Edited by Jeanette Edwards and Carles Salazar

“This superb anthology extends the emphasis on technology that has become such a prominent feature of much recent anthropological work on kinship...In this richly ethnographic text, the most familiar problems produce the most unusual answers...Each chapter brilliantly combines kinship as a matrix with kinship as a tool, using ethnographic examples that leap off the page.”

Journal of Anthropological Research

This volume investigates the impact of biotechnology on contemporary understandings of kinship, of family and ‘belonging’ in a variety of European settings and reveals similarities and differences in how kinship is conceived. It has been argued that the recent prominence of genetic science and genetic technologies has resulted in a ‘geneticization’ of social life; the ethnographic examples presented here do show shifts occurring in notions of ‘nature’ and of what is ‘natural’. But, they also illustrate the complexity of contemporary kinship thinking in Europe and the continued interconnectedness of biological and sociological understandings of relatedness and the relationship between nature and nurture.

Jeanette Edwards is Professor of Social Anthropology at Manchester University. Carles Salazar is Lecturer in Social Anthropology at the University of Lleida.
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2012, 332 pages, bibliog., index
ISBN 978-1-84545-993-4 Hardback $90.00/£53.00 (2009)
Studies of the Biosocial Society

SUBSTITUTE PARENTS
Biological and Social Perspectives on Alloparenting in Human Societies
Edited by Gillian Bentley and Ruth Mace

“This book brings together high-quality papers from many different fields: endocrinology, evolutionary biology, demography, economics, psychology, sociology, anthropology. ... It can be seen as a practical tool for researchers in the field, and it provides a large amount of data across a wide range of populations and helps to find a common ground between theories emerging from different fields. It is the kind of book that will never end up in the last dusty row of your shelves because you will continually refer to it, picking up here and there empirical and theoretical data for the next decades.” BioOne. Research Evolved

Studying offspring care in various human societies, and other mammalian species, a wide range of specialists such as anthropologists, psychologists, animal behavioralists, evolutionary ecologists, economists and sociologists, have contributed to this volume, offering new insights into and a better understanding of one of the key areas of human society.

Gillian Bentley is a biological anthropologist and reproductive ecologist and a Royal Society Research Fellow at University College London. Ruth Mace is Professor of Evolutionary Anthropology at University College London.

Volume 1, Studies of the Biosocial Society
2012, 327 pages, 8 illus, bibliog., index

HEALTH, RISK, AND ADVERSITY
Edited by Catherine Panter-Brick and Agustin Fuentes
Foreword by Alan Goodman

“This volume is very well organized, overall, with a layout ideal for students and academics who are looking to collaborate with their colleagues in anthropology and public health. The chapter structures offer well thought out summaries; a helpful glossary is found in the back. Those curious about human action and inaction as sources of ill health will find adversity and risk’s impact on health clearly and vibrantly displayed through Panter-Brick and Fuentes’ bio-cultural investigation of unequal health outcomes.” Journal of the Bio-Social Society

“Those are vibrant and important treatments of socio-cultural concepts in health that fit well into medical anthropology, but also go beyond that. Their contribution lies in reminding and refining how human health and biology are produced, perceived, and communicated in a deep social context that includes history, politics, economics, and current global culture, especially modern media. … The editors have brilliantly organized the volume.”

Stephen T. McGarvey, Professor of Community Health and Anthropology, Brown University

Catherine Panter-Brick is Professor of Anthropology at Yale University. Agustin Fuentes is Professor of Anthropology at the University of Notre Dame, US.
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2013, 319 pages, bibliog., index

IDENTITY POLITICS
AND THE NEW GENETICS
Re/Creating Categories of Difference and Belonging
Edited by Katharina Schramm, David Skinner and Richard Rottenburg

“This is an important and extremely timely collection that will inform ongoing and evolving discussions within the social sciences and beyond about the changing relationship between identity and genomics. It captures and contributes to an emerging moment in social science engagement with genomics and issues of identity and the politics of difference.”

Sahra Gibbon, University College London

This volume investigates the ways in which existing social categories are both maintained and transformed at the intersection of the natural (sciences) and the cultural (politics). The contributors include medical researchers, anthropologists, historians of science and sociologists of race relations; together, they explore the new and challenging landscape where biology becomes the stuff of identity.

Katharina Schramm is Senior Lecturer at the Institute of Social Anthropology at Martin-Luther-University Halle-Wittenberg and Research Associate at the Max Planck Institute for Social Anthropology. David Skinner is Reader in Sociology at Anglia Ruskin University. UK. Richard Rottenburg holds a chair in Social Anthropology at Martin-Luther-University Halle-Wittenberg and is Max Planck Fellow at the Max Planck Institute for Social Anthropology.
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RACE, ETHNICITY, AND NATION
Perspectives from Kinship and Genetics
Edited by Peter Wade

“The highlight of this collection is the depth and consistency of its comparative approach. … A further point of interest in this collection is the significant attention to media sources that the authors give.” American Ethnologist

“This collection fulfills its aim of broadening the terms and contexts of current debate. … It is … recommended to scholars interested in human relatedness in its different forms and particularly those working at the intersections between relatedness and development in bioscience.”

Journal of Biosocial Science

“Rich with examples, taken together this volume extends in important ways our understanding of race, ethnicity, and nation through the perspective of kinship, conceived as entailing, as Wade puts it, ‘a constant traffic between natural and cultural idioms.’” JRAI

Peter Wade is Professor of Social Anthropology at the University of Manchester.
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